PHOTOS OF RALPH B. PECK

Fourth International Conference on Case Histories in Geotechnical Engineering
March 9-12, 1998

Our beloved Ralph, happy and healthy

Anxiously looking for something interesting

Getting ready to greet old friends
Ralph enjoys greeting international participants

Shamsher Prakash has something important to share with Ralph

Interested participants include Suzanne Lacasse (NGI) with Ralph

Suzanne Lacasse waits her turn to talk with Ralph
After presentation of the Shamsher Prakash Awards: Roberto Paolucci, George Gazetas, Kenji Ishihara, Liam Finn, Jonathan Bray, Ralph Peck, Shamsher Prakash, Raj Siddharthan, Scott Steedman and Ikuo Towhata

Head table at the banquet, top row left to right: Sally Prakash, Ralph Peck, John Mathes, Tom Petry and Braja Das

Shamsher Prakash, Ahmed Elgamal, Sally Prakash and John Mathes applaud Ralph’s remarks

Shamsher Prakash, Vlad Perlea, Sally Prakash, Ralph Peck, John Mathes and Tom Petry

Tom Petry presents the plaque to Ralph in thanks for his presentation
At a reception dinner in honor of Ralph, with Illini Alumni - Ron Salley is to his right

Ralph was very much interested in the exhibition, but coffee is a must at break!

Another cup of coffee, and a chat with Shamsher Prakash

A contented Ralph enjoys a beer and reflects on the conference

Ralph greets an exhibitor
A very happy Ralph after the Illini Dinner during the 16th International Conference on Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering in Osaka, Japan, in 2005